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BlitzWolf LED ceiling lamp BW-LT38
Looking for a versatile ceiling lamp that will provide you with optimal lighting in your chosen room? Opt for the BlitzWolf BW-LT38! The
device will provide you with high-quality light, the brightness and color temperature of which can be adjusted to your needs. A special
Night Light mode is also available. The lamp is also very easy to install and is distinguished by its IP54 water resistance. You will also find
a practical remote control included.
 
Optimum illumination
Provide the perfect  lighting for  any occasion.  The BW-LT38 lamp is  equipped with  32 2835 LED beads,  so  it  offers  optimum, eye-safe
light. You can also adjust it according to your expectations. The product allows you to adjust the color temperature of the lighting in the
range of 3000-6500K and set its brightness up to 2200lm. This means that it will be perfect for both working and relaxing!
 
The perfect lamp for the bedroom
There is also an additional Night Light mode, which provides soft illumination with a brightness of just 5%. This is ideal if you don't like to
fall  asleep  in  total  darkness.  It  will  also  work  well  in  a  child's  room.  What's  more,  you  can  set  the  lamp  to  turn  off  30  seconds  after
pressing the button - so you'll have time to go to bed and avoid hitting something in the dark!
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Practical remote control included
The set also includes a practical remote control, which allows you to conveniently control the lamp remotely. Using it, you can not only
turn  the  light  on  or  off,  but  also  adjust  its  brightness  and  color  temperature,  start  Night  Light  mode  or  choose  to  turn  it  off  after  30
seconds. In addition, the BW-LT38 remembers the last used settings and automatically restores them.
 
Works well in any room
Living room, kitchen or  maybe bedroom? The BW-LT38 lamp will  work perfectly  in  almost  any room! It  is  distinguished by IP54 water
resistance,  which  means  that  it  is  not  afraid  of  moisture,  steam  or  accidental  splashing.  So  you  can  install  it  even  in  the  bathroom
without worry. The product is also extremely easy to install - you will manage it without any problems.
 
In the box
Lamp
Remote control
Set of screws
User manual
Brand
BlitzWolf
Model
BW-LT38
Power supply
AC 160-265V
Maximum power
24W
Color temperature
3000K / 4500K / 6500K
Maximum brightness
2200lm
CRI
≥80
Number of LED beads
32 (white and warm light)
Type of LED beads
2835 with lenses
Mounting method
Mounting with a bracket
Material
ABS + PC
Diffuser material
PP
PCB material
Aluminum base plate
Delayed shutdown
After 30 seconds
Waterproof
IP54
Weight
480g
Dimensions
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23x4cm

Price:

€ 22.50

Smart Home, Lighting, Ceiling lights
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